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EILDON AND LEADERFOOT NATIONAL SCENIC AREA
The Scottish Borders

Description from Scotland’s Scenic Heritage 1978
Between its confluence with the Ettrick and that with the Teviot, the Tweed exhibits neither
the youthful characteristics of an upland river, nor the mature nature of a lowland river that it
assumes below Kelso, but its valley is wide and moderate, open and fertile, while still
affording fine views of the surrounding hills. The scene comprises shapely uniform hills
enclosing the valley, the winding, incised and wooded course of the river, mixed land use of
arable, pasture, plantation and moorland, and a settlement pattern that still bears a scale
and form closely related to the topography.
Adding drama to the landscape the trio of the volcanic Eildon Hills elegantly overhangs the
valley, and dominates from this position a wide area of Border scenery. Across the Leader,
Black Hill echoes their shape and character, the whole area being seen to best advantage
from the famous Scott’s View above Dryburgh. Abbeys, bridges and mansion houses add
variety of incident to this very humanised and cultivated landscape.

The Special Qualities of the Eildon and Leaderfoot National Scenic Area

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great landscape diversity within a compact area
The distinctive triad of the Eildon Hills
Spectacular views from the hill summits
A strongly united landscape pattern of lively rhythm and colour
A richly wooded scene of great variety
The Tweed, an iconic river of international renown
A rich array of historic buildings, structures and estates
The hub of Border settlement
A harmonious and varied prospect from unequalled viewpoints
Inspiration for the arts, literature and painting
Border country ballads and battles
The historic crossings of Leaderfoot
Scott’s View
The Wallace Statue

Special Quality

Further information

• Great landscape diversity within a compact area
At the confluence of two rivers and with
its dramatic hills arising from inhabited,
pastoral surrounds, this area distils the
essence of the Borders’ landscape.
Although a compact area, no one land
use dominates the scene. Instead it
contains a rich intermingling of
landscape types, with sharp delineation
between the long-established
settlements, the fertile fields, the
woodlands, the rough grazing and the
steep, heather-clad slopes.

The NSA is situated where the Border uplands
meet lower lying lands, encompassing areas
of both and the transitional lands between.
Six different landscape character types
merge in the NSA: Grassland with Hills, East
Gala Undulating Grasslands, Lowland Margin
with Hills, Pastoral Upland Fringe of the
Lower Leader Valley, Upland Fringe Valley,
and Lowland Valley with Farmland.
It is also the meeting point of three
Regional Landscape Areas: the Tweed
Lowlands, the Lammermuir and Moorfoot Hills,
and the Central Southern Uplands.

• The distinctive triad of the Eildon Hills
The three Eildon Hills, with their
strikingly isolated, heather-capped
summits rising from the ordered
farmland below, are the heart of the
NSA. Their distinctive profiles instil a
strong scenic drama, and the peaks
have long been recognised for both their
aesthetic appeal and their strategic

‘From almost any viewpoint on the Middle
Tweed basin the triple summits of the Eildon
Hills dominate the skyline, and they remain
as aesthetically stimulating today as they
must have been to the Iron Age people (who
built a hill-fort on the northern summit)
and to the Romans (who placed the aptly
named fort Trimontium at their feet)…’
Whittow (1977)
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importance.
As identifiable landmarks, commanding
attention from many viewpoints both
near and far, the prominence of these
three hills gives this NSA a particular
focus and sense of place. The hills have
become a cultural icon – a potent
symbol of the Scottish Borders.

They are distinctive because:
•

They are isolated topographically,
standing proud amidst other lower, less
accentuated landform types.

•

They have concave slopes and pyramidal
summits that contrast markedly with
other Border hills (which are domeshaped and merge into long ridges
enclosing linear river valleys).

•

They have heather-topped, moorland
summits rising dramatically from the
Tweed-valley fields, pastures and woods.

•

They appear relatively natural within
wider surroundings which are more
managed and settled.

The fact that there are three peaks provides
a naturally balanced visual focus. They act
as key locators, assisting in orientation
because views of them change as one moves
through the countryside. The number of peaks
visible changes, with two generally seen
from the north and all three from the south.
The long history of strategic importance is
witnessed by Eildon North having an Iron Age
fort and a Roman signal station.

• Spectacular views from the hill summits
The summits of the hills provide
unparalleled viewpoints for long-distant
panoramas over the Border landscapes.

‘The Eildon Hills cannot be equalled as a
viewpoint in the Border Country for,
although their highest point is only 1,385
feet (422 metres), their central location
and their isolation give then an advantage
over some of their loftier neighbours.’
Whittow (1977)
From the Eildon summits, the panorama
extends:
•

Northwards across the Middle Tweed
Basin, with a backdrop of the East Gala
Undulating Grasslands to the east, and
the Lammermuirs forming the outer visual
boundary.

•

To the south, towards the hills of
Liddesdale and Eskdale, and beyond
appear the summits of the Cheviots.

• A strongly united landscape pattern of lively rhythm and colour
Land-use is distinctive and longestablished, with the different uses set
out over a strongly undulating landform
and related to the topography and relief.
The visual and spatial patterns formed
by woodlands, enclosed fields,
unenclosed moorlands, together with the
colours of fallow or ploughed lands and

‘The country is extremely picturesque,
valleys with fine trees and streams;
intermingled with great cultivation’. Queen
Victoria (1817)
Agricultural improvements exerted
considerable impact in shaping the landscape
seen today, while the influence of the
earlier monastic estates has also been
important.
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pastures, all give a strong sense of unity
and lively rhythm. The red-coloured soil
and stone add warmth to the landscape.

Distinctive elements that make-up this
pattern and patchwork of colours are:
•

This patterning affects more than just the
scenery. It imbues the entire landscape
with a sense of place, affecting the way
that the area is experienced spatially, in
terms of movement, sound and shelter.

A pattern of rectilinear fields of
grazed pasture, interspersed with
arable, possibly dating from 18-19th
Century agricultural improvements.

•

Field boundaries made up of hedgerows,
lines of field trees and drystane dykes
that highlight the landform by
accentuating undulating land and flatter
areas.

•

Woodlands of diverse species and agestructure, especially along the river
valleys, with conifer plantations mainly
on upland slopes.

•

Designed landscapes with their policy
parklands and woodlands, and individual
parkland trees.

•

The sinuous meandering of the river,
with flatter haughlands and meadows
enclosed by loops of the river.

•

River terraces that form distinct
sinuous edges and linear undulating
ridges, between the uplands and lower,
flatter haughs.

•

Villages whose distinctive street
layouts originated in the medieval
period.

•

The red of ploughed soils in Lauderdale.

• A richly wooded scene of great variety
The variety of woodland adds greatly to
the NSA, whether clothing the steep
banks of a river or hill, providing shelter
to the fields or occurring as individual
parkland trees.
The woods provide habitats for wildlife,
a setting for buildings and settlements,
and give an intimate, enclosed feel to
many areas. With the presence of both
broadleaves and conifers, the form,
texture and colour varies both spatially
and seasonally, adding great interest to
the scene.

In the farmed valleys there are riparian
woodlands along the Tweed; mixed woodland
across steeper slopes; policy woodlands and
parkland planting (with some policy
woodlands, specimen parkland exotics).
The River Tweed meanders cut through steep
wooded slopes; tributaries of the Tweed cut
through steep, wooded gullies. Diverse
woodlands provide structure planting for
designed landscapes and elsewhere farmland
shelter.
In the Leader Water, a narrower farmed
valley, woodland is dense compared to
elsewhere within the NSA, but it provides a
framework for several fine buildings. The
dome-shaped upland hills, containing the
Leader Water are dissected and defined by
steep slopes which form well defined wooded
valleys.
Melrose is especially well wooded to its
south-west, where land is undulating and
complex. Riverside poplars, especially
bordering haughlands are distinctive
(Sunnybrae at Leaderfoot, Mertoun Bridge).
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• The Tweed, an iconic river of international renown
The River Tweed forms a strong
serpentine feature as it meanders
through the landscape, its banks varying
from the flat, haughlands to steep-sided,
wooded slopes. This powerful river
forms the core of an essentially
picturesque landscape.
It is also of international renown,
synonymous with excellent fishing.

The Tweed is the principal river of the
Scottish Borders and, at 96 miles (155 km),
the fourth longest in Scotland. In its
middle reaches it flows through the NSA,
between its confluence with Gala Water and
the Leader Water. The river valley is broad
with flat river terraces raised above the
valley floor. Surrounding, dome-shaped,
Border hills are cut by the Tweed’s
winding, incised course.
Fishing on the Tweed has been a great source
of food and profit since the 11th century.
Anglers catch more salmon on the Tweed than
any other river in the European Union, and
it ranks among the very top salmon rivers in
the world. Brown trout and grayling also
provide good sport.

• A rich array of historic buildings, structures and estates
The area is rich historically and
archaeologically, so that the landscape
exhibits a distinct a time-depth. Within a
small area can be found visible remains
of structures and buildings dating back
through Victorian, medieval and Roman
times to the Iron Age.

The Iron Age hillfort on Eildon North sits
on a very prominent landscape feature, and
is one of the largest such sites in
Scotland, particularly unusual for the
presence of a Roman signal station within
it. The Roman fort at Newstead is extremely
well-known. Crop-mark evidence shows it sits
within an earlier hub of pre-Roman
settlement.

The ruins of Dryburgh Abbey, prominent
within a horseshoe bend of the River
Tweed, and Melrose Abbey, forming the
focus of the town, are both renowned.

Additionally there are the remains of the
village of Old Melrose, the famous, ruined
Border abbeys of Melrose and Dryburgh,
villages dating from the medieval period,
and later designed landscapes.

The Eildon Hills, the Tweed and the
surrounding area have lent themselves
to the creation of designed landscapes
and to the siting of follies, which are now
key components of this landscape.

Both Dryburgh and Melrose were great
ecclesiastical centres with large
surrounding estates. Dryburgh Abbey is the
most complete, although ruined complex,
founded in 1150.
Dryburgh Abbey evolved into the ornamented,
designed landscape of Dryburgh Abbey House.
Follies in the policies celebrate national
history and the arts. Designed landscapes
and agricultural estates were also created
at Bemersyde, Priorwood House, Drygrange
House, and Chiefswood.

• The hub of Border settlement
The sheltered valleys of the middle
Tweed are well-cultivated, the hub of
human population, settlement and
activity in the Borders. Settlement is
strongly related to the landform, the
rivers and natural communication
corridors, with buildings often set just
above the flood plain.

‘Most of these towns have developed as part
of the tweed and knitwear manufacturing
complex that has brought fame to the
Scottish borders, utilizing the well-known
Cheviot hill sheep and the availability of
water power for the earliest looms…’ Whittow
(1977)
Stone is the traditional building material,
a mixture of dark Silurian greywackes and
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A blend of both English and Scottish
settlement characteristics and elements
in building-style create a strong Borders
identity.

ruddy Old Red Sandstone (reflecting the
location of the towns astride a geological
boundary).
The strong Border identity of the
settlements includes:
•

Some village greens (St Boswell’s,
Bowden).

•

A wooded setting to many of the
settlements (Gattonside, Melrose).

•

Settlements historically tightly
constrained.

•

A lack of large-scale development.

•

Individual farmsteads and estates.

St Boswell’s 40 acre common is reputedly the
largest village green in Scotland.

• A harmonious and varied prospect from unequalled viewpoints
‘And what a varied prospect lies around!
Of hills, and vales, and woods, and lawns,
and spires.’

Many elevated viewpoints provide broad,
sweeping views encompassing both
wild-looking land and areas of more
richly intimate, managed character.
This varied prospect of beauty and
grandeur is memorable. The balance,
visual composition and variety of land
use create an attractive landscape of
great delight.

James Thomson, quoted in Andrews (1989)
The scene is harmonious on account of the:
•

Clear hierarchy of visual dominance in
views, the eye is drawn from the upland
summits of the Eildons down to other
scenic components in succession.

•

The balance between elements in the
scene – so that woodland, open land,
uplands and lowlands flow on from one
another, with no element dominant.

•

The serpentine course of the Tweed that
flows through the composition.

Accessible ridges and key summits are found
both within the NSA, at Black Hill,
Bemersyde Hill, Craighouse, Clintmains, St
Boswells, Gattonside; and from the variety
of ridges and small rounded, isolated hills
– outliers to the NSA.

• Inspiration for the arts, literature and painting
The picturesque scenery around
Melrose, Dryburgh and the Tweed has
long been an inspiration to writers,
poets, dramatists and artists, and
contributed to the discovery of ‘Nature’
and its appreciation as a major subject
in literature and the arts.
The major influence in establishing its
distinctive image and identity
internationally in literature was Sir
Walter Scott. He in turn introduced and

Sir Walter Scott found inspiration for his
work in this area, an example being his use
of Melrose Abbey in The Lay of the Last
Minstrel.
The painter J.M.W.Turner visited Scott at
Abbotsford in 1831 and his illustrations
portray the NSA, highlighting the
timelessness of its special qualities. These
include View of the Tweed with Melrose and
the Eildon Hills and A view of the River
Tweed and Dryburgh Abbey.
Between 1750 and 1850, there were three
hundred separate editions of the poet James
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enthused the renowned painter Turner,
whose sketches and watercolours of the
area were widely circulated as
engravings in the nineteenth century.
There are also strong associations with
the landscape poet James Thomson,
and through him Robert Burns.

Thomson’s The Seasons. ‘No single British
poet contributed more to awakening and
broadening the appreciation of the natural
world’ Andrews (1989). A Borderer, born in
Kelso, he is commemorated by the Temple of
the Muses, erected in 1817 on the banks of
the Tweed within the NSA. Robert Burns wrote
a poem Address to the Shade of Thomson for
the opening of the temple.

• Border country ballads and battles
The area is rich in romantic and historic
associations, with Border ballads,
legends and accounts of battles.
Thomas the Rhymer is especially
connected with the area. The Rhymer
met with the Queen of Elfland on the
Eildon Hills, and the ballad tells of the
Eildon Tree. The Eildon Tree Stone, a
large moss-covered boulder, lies on the
road two miles west of Melrose. It marks
the spot where the Fairy Queen led the
Rhymer into the heart of the hills.

'I can stand on the Eildon Hill,' said Sir
Walter Scott, 'and point out forty-three
places famous in war and verse.'
There are long-established traditional oral
and historical ties to this tract of Border
landscape. Places associated with the legend
of Thomas the Rhymer include Huntly Banks
and Bogle Burn.
Rhymer's Glen was created by Sir Walter
Scott at his home in Abbotsford, just
outwith the NSA. The symbol of the Eildon
Tree has persisted as inspiration in
Scottish modern poetry through the work of
Sydney Goodsir Smith and through the Eildon
Tree poetry magazine.
It is said that beneath the Eildon Hills
there is a hidden cave, which is the resting
place of King Arthur.

Location-specific qualities
• The historic crossings of Leaderfoot
The tightly constrained Leader Water
meets the broad River Tweed at
Leaderfoot, a site of historic river
crossings. Bridges here comprise the
distinctive and prominent Drygrange
Viaduct with its nineteen slender piers,
and the three-arched Drygrange Old
Bridge.

The hills to the east and west of the Leader
Water contrast with one another in form but
together they enclose an intimate wooded and
farmed valley. At its foot the river joins
the Tweed; thereafter the Tweed enters a
series of tighter meanders than elsewhere.
The Drygrange Railway (Leaderfoot) Viaduct
opened in 1865 for the Berwickshire Railway
which ran from St Boswells to Reston. The
railway was closed in 1964.
Drygrange Old Bridge (1779-80) is a threearched stone bridge, now closed to vehicular
traffic. Traffic is now taken by a
reinforced concrete and steel box girder
Road Bridge (1971-73) a short distance
downstream from this viewpoint.

• Scott’s View
The Eildon Hills, their shapely, heatherclad summits rising above the neatly
ordered fields and woodlands of the
meandering Tweed, are best seen from

‘But it was Sir Walter Scott who brought
most fame to these conical eminences, for
the graceful lines of his “delectable
mountains” stimulated some of his greatest
writings and it is not by chance that his
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Scott’s View, a panoramic beauty spot
high on Bemersyde Hill, above
Dryburgh.

home, the famous Abbotsford, “that Romance
in stone and lime”, was built only a short
distance away. The hills are best seen from
the east, from the so-called Scott’s View
near Melrose, where …’ Whittow (1977)

This long-recognised, classic viewpoint
is known to be one of Sir Walter Scott’s
most loved views; his funeral hearse
stopped here as a mark of respect.

• The Wallace Statue
A prime viewpoint to the Eildons is
marked by a tall, red sandstone statue
of William Wallace. He stands looking
out over the Tweed, his broadsword in
his right hand and his shield resting at
his left.
As one of the follies within Buchan’s
designed landscape at Dryburgh, its
siting (as with other follies) indicates
awareness and appreciation of the
scenic beauties of the area, allied with a
conscious historical and cultural
expression.

The statue is some 31 ft high, made by John
Smith of Darnick. Originally painted white,
the statue was unveiled on 22nd September
1814.
Born in 1742, the 11th Earl of Buchan was
responsible for much of the building and
development work on Dryburgh Estate during
the early 19th century, including the
Suspension Bridge, the Orchard and its
Gates, The Temple of the Muses and the
Wallace Statue. Buchan persuaded Sir Walter
Scott to accept a burial plot at Dryburgh
Abbey.
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UPPER TWEEDDALE NATIONAL SCENIC AREA
The Scottish Borders

Description from Scotland’s Scenic Heritage 1978
The upper course of the River Tweed is contained in a narrow steepsided valley flanked by
rounded hills of considerable stature. The general sense of containment created by the
narrow valley is given interest and variety by the inter-relationship of woodlands, sometimes
shelterbelt, hedgerow or plantation, and both deciduous and coniferous, with farmland which
ranges from roughgrazing on the hill, through parkland, pasture and arable to riverside
meadows.
The valley floor widens at each of the confluences of the Holm, Lyne and Manor Waters to
give longer views into these tributary glens and the higher summits at their heads, and then
narrows again at Neidpath where the castle guards the defile between Cademuir and the
Meldons. The river itself contributes greatly to the scene, winding through its haughlands
with a majesty that assumes greater magnitude than it really possesses. The dale is
ornamented with castles, mansions, kirks, and prosperous farmhouses, and the hills marked
with the innumerable remains of ancient occupation.

The Special Qualities of the Upper Tweeddale National Scenic Area

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diverse scenery of great charm and soft beauty
The historical continuity of settlement
Green, intimate pastoral valleys
Expansive, open hills with panoramic views
The variety of woodlands and trees
The large, geometric fields
The distinctive vernacular buildings
Tranquil riverine landscapes

Special Quality

Further Information

• Diverse scenery of great charm and soft beauty
This is a richly diverse landscape. Its
prominent landforms combine with rivers,
woods and moorlands, to produce a
pleasing physiography, with varied land
use and scenery of great charm and soft
beauty.

Compared to the wider, gentler, more open
valleys elsewhere in this part of the
Scottish Borders, the NSA is distinguished
by having, the most sharply defined, densely
wooded valleys; and by higher, steeper,
darker rather more rugged and wilder
surrounding hills, which provide greater
enclosure.

• The historical continuity of settlement
The valleys are varied, safe, inviting,
interesting, settled landscapes with
innumerable remnants and reminders of
the historic past scattered throughout.
The many towers, castles, sheepfolds,
stone and hut circles, standing stones,
cultivation terraces, ancient settlements,
cairns and forts emphasise the historical
continuity of settlement and timelessness
of the valleys. The forts are often located
atop conspicuous promontories which
offered commanding fortification sites
and now the best vantage points to enjoy
the scenery.

Significant cultural elements include Dreva
Craig (one of several prominent hill forts),
Neidpath Castle, Barns Tower (sitting within
a designed landscape), and Castle Hill in
Manor Valley. There are also designed
landscapes at Stobo Castle and across the
river at Dawyck.

• Green, intimate pastoral valleys
The valleys have even slopes,
steepening as they rise to scree-strewn
ridges or rolling, rounded wooded hills
with a backdrop of interlocking moorland

The valleys are green and pastoral, the
profiles of the larger ones typically flat
bottomed, and the smaller often narrow and
‘V’-shaped. The Tweed flows smoothly down
the middle of a narrow floodplain.
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slopes or high, rolling moorland hill
massifs.
Sometimes there are wider, flatbottomed, green pastoral valleys, with
the river on one side of the valley floor
eating away at the hillfoot, below a
precipitously steep, rocky edge to the
high moorland massif.
The valleys are also invariably enclosed
at each end, usually by massive humps
of steep-sided, seemingly free-standing
hills that block and guard the ends of the
valleys. The brown moorland on these
hills provides a sharp contrast with the
rich pastoral fields and woods of the
valleys.

The intimate, sheltered valleys are tightly
enclosed by wooded or open moorland slopes
along the flanks of the valleys, rising more
steeply with elevation to either a gently
undulating series of hill tops or a valleylong series of interlocking ridges, in turn
often backed by a hill massif.
The valley floors widen at the confluences
of the Tweed with the Holm, Manor and Lyne
Waters which run as small rivers or large
burns, giving views up the tributary glens.

• Expansive, open hills with panoramic views
A relatively short, sharp, steep scramble
up bracken, heather or grassy moorland
slopes will lift the walker to a peak with a
360o panoramic view across the
Southern Uplands. From here and other
viewpoints above the valley floor and
lower slopes, the sinuous line of the
rivers and burns are more conspicuous.
The tops of the hills are vast, open,
windswept, inspiring, exhilarating, and
rewarding landscapes. From the hill tops
and ridges the view may be spectacular
in its sun-lit clarity with deep summer
purples, greens, browns, grey and gold,
or blue and hazy, or covered in crisp,
white snow, or misty, or darkly overcast,
depending on season and weather.

The enclosing hills appear as great
guardians of the valleys, their height and
mass often appearing greater than they
actually are because of the contrast with
the valleys.
From the tops of the hills and ridges, and
especially from the few landmark summits
such as Black Meldon, the views are
panoramic across a vast rolling hill mass
covered in grass and heather moorland.
Occasional bare rock and scree add variety
to the colours and textures of the varied
hills which appear to recede endlessly to
the horizon, way beyond the boundaries of
the NSA.
The hills are varied in their landform;
there are interlocking lines of steep-sided
ridges sweeping from the surrounding hill
mass into the valleys; and gently undulating
or rolling, smooth, rounded, massive, bulky,
steep-sided hills with stone-piled cairns
visible from far away and mysterious. They
have evocative names such as Hammer Knowe,
Horse Hope Hill, Hundleshope Heights, Stob
Law, Trahenna Hill and White Meldon.

• The variety of woodlands and trees
Everywhere across the valleys are
coniferous or mixed plantations, mature
broadleaved trees, groups of trees
around steadings and houses; and large
billowing crowns of trees marking the
sinuous line of the otherwise often
inconspicuous rivers and burns crossed

Dawyck is an outstanding designed landscape
of 430ha dating from the 18th century. It
comprises an important and attractive
Botanic Garden, scenically impressive
parkland and woodland, interesting
architectural features and a well documented
history with which the development of the
design can be traced.
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by distinctive but disused railway bridges
and old stone arched or modern flat road
bridges.
In several places, small designed
landscapes with a strong parkland
ambience enrich the variety of
woodlands and trees.

The magnificent parkland and water gardens
of Stobo Castle are an outstanding work of
art and the designed landscape as a whole
provides an impressive setting for the
category A listed Castle. The designed
landscape again dates from the 18th century
and comprises 320ha.

• The large, geometric fields
In contrast to the sinuous line of the river,
picked out by mature riparian trees, the
improved grasslands are laid out in large,
regular, geometrically-shaped, flat or
gently sloping fields, divided by straight
stone dykes or occasional fences and
hedges. The field pattern is locally
emphasised by mature shelterbelts.

The steadings and large fields are typical
of the period of agricultural improvement to
which they belong.

• The distinctive vernacular buildings
Buildings comprise steadings, most of
which are compact and traditional in
style, splendid houses of Victorian
‘baronial’ architecture, lodges and
cottages strung along the roads as they
wind through the valleys. The
predominant building materials are a
distinctive, mellow grey stone and slate,
or contrasting, white rendering with slate.

• Tranquil riverine landscapes
There are no lakes, ponds or waterfalls
but the rivers and burns are clean and
fast-flowing over pebbly, boulder-strewn
or sandy and gravelly beds with natural
weirs and riffles. The Tweed, famed for
its salmon, is central to this landscape
and is wider, flowing more sedately with
a smooth surface that reflects the sky or
clouds, and trees and buildings close by.

These valleys and hills were the chosen home
of John Buchan, author of The Thirty-Nine
steps, who used this landscape in many of
his books and stories.
The valleys have been photographed and
painted by innumerable artists but perhaps
the most enduring fame of Upper Tweeddale is
that of its history as a great salmon river,
epitomised today by the sight of an angler
casting over the river from its grassy
banks.

The sounds of the river are
complemented by those of grazing
animals, insects and wading birds;
birdsong is seasonally ubiquitous in the
valleys. Apart from the sounds and
movement of traffic on the roads that
pass down the dales, the valleys are
calm, quiet, still, tranquil landscapes with
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occasional agricultural activity and
sometimes an angler or walker.
While the angler keeps to the rivers, the
walker may choose between the intimate
shelter of the quiet, tranquil, wooded
pastoral valleys and the short rewarding
climb up the slopes to the welcoming
tops, with their exhilarating panoramas
across the valleys and the hills.
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